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� Introduction

Modern communication networks are able to respond to randomly �uc�
tuating demands and failures by adapting rates� by rerouting tra�c and
by reallocating resources� They are able to do this so well that� in many
respects� large�scale networks appear as coherent� self�regulating sys�
tems� The design and control of such networks present challenges of
a mathematical� engineering and economic nature� This paper outlines
how mathematical models are being used to address one current set of
issues concerning the stability and fairness of rate control algorithms for
the Internet�

In the current Internet� the rate at which a source sends packets
is controlled by TCP� the transmission control protocol of the Internet
��	
� implemented as software on the computers that are the source and
destination of the data� The general approach is as follows� When a re�
source within the network becomes overloaded� one or more packets are
lost� loss of a packet is taken as an indication of congestion� the desti�
nation informs the source� and the source slows down� The TCP then
gradually increases its sending rate until it again receives an indication
of congestion� This cycle of increase and decrease serves to discover and
utilize whatever bandwidth is available� and to share it between �ows�
In the future� resources may also have the ability to indicate congestion
by marking packets� using an Explicit Congestion Noti�cation mecha�
nism �
� and current questions concern how packets might be marked
and how TCP might be adapted to react to marked packets�

Just how the available bandwidth within a network should be shared
raises interesting issues of stability and fairness� Traditionally stability
has been considered an engineering issue� requiring an analysis of ran�
domness and feedback operating on fast time�scales� while fairness has
been considered an economic issue� involving static comparisons of util�
ity� In future networks the intelligence embedded in end�systems� acting
rapidly on behalf of human users� is likely to lessen this distinction�

In Section � and � we describe a tractable mathematical model of a
network and use it to analyse the stability and fairness of a simple rate

� This is an extended version of a paper from the Proceedings of the Fourth
International Congress on Industrial and Applied Mathematics �July �����
Edinburgh� Scotland� editors J�M� Ball and J�C�R� Hunt	� by kind per

mission of Oxford University Press� For bibliographical information� see
http���www�statslab�cam�ac�uk��frank� �
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control algorithm� following closely the development in ��
� Stability
is established by showing that� with an appropriate formulation of an
overall optimization problem� the network�s implicit objective function
provides a Lyapunov function for the dynamical system de�ned by the
rate control algorithm� The optimum is characterized by a proportional
fairness criterion� The work reviewed in Section � forms part of a growing
body of research on the global optimization of networks� with important
related approaches described by Golestani and Bhattacharyya ���
 and
Low and Lapsley ��	
�

In Section � we describe a dynamical system which represents more
closely the TCP algorithm� in particular the generalization MulTCP
proposed by Crowcroft and Oechslin ��
� and discuss its stability and
fairness� Several authors have described network models of TCP based
on systems of di�erential equations� and the results of Section � are
close variants on the work reported in ���
� ���
� ���
� ���
� ���
� and ���
�
The stability results of Sections � and � are a consequence of negative
feedback� assumed in these early sections to be instantaneous� Later in
the paper we use a retarded functional di�erential equation to explore
the potentially destabilizing e�ects of delayed feedback�

The dynamical system representations of Sections � and � model
only gross characteristics of the �ows through a network� And yet these
�ows evolve as a consequence of the �ne detail of software operating
at the packet level� In later Sections of the paper we brie�y outline�
following ���
� some of the statistical approaches used to relate these
macroscopic and microscopic levels of description� and some of the in�
sights provided by the global model into how packets should be marked
at resources and how TCP might react�

There are clear analogies between the approach to large�scale systems
employed in this paper and that familiar from early work on statistical
physics� The behaviour of a gas can be described at the microscopic
level in terms of the position and velocity of each molecule� At this
level of detail a molecule�s velocity appears as a random process� with a
stationary distribution as found by Maxwell ���
�� Consistent with this
detailed microscopic description of the system is macroscopic behaviour
best described by quantities such as temperature and pressure� Similarly
the behaviour of electrons in an electrical network can be described in
terms of random walks� and yet this simple description at the microscopic
level leads to rather sophisticated behaviour at the macroscopic level�
the pattern of potentials in a network of resistors is just such that it
minimizes heat dissipation for a given level of current �ow �Thomson
and Tait ���
�� Thus the local� random behaviour of the electrons causes
the network as a whole to solve a large�scale optimization problem� an
analogy that is discussed further in ���
�

Such physical analogies are immensely provocative� but of course the
mathematics of large�scale communication networks� such as the global

� It is interesting to note the substantial in�uence this paper had upon Erlang�
the early pioneer of research on telephone trac ����
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telephone network or the Internet� di�ers from that of physical models in
several respects� Most notably we generally know the microscopic rules
�they are coded in our software� but not their macroscopic consequences�
and we can choose the microscopic rules� an ability that makes it all the
more important to learn how to predict consequences�

Finally� a note on the title of this paper� The topic discussed here
is just one of many that might have been covered in a paper with this
title� and no attempt is made here to survey all the important models
that arise in the study of communication networks� Some indication of
the huge scope for mathematical modelling may be found in the col�
lection ���
� in the critical commentaries by Ephremides and Hajek ��

and Willinger and Paxson ��	
� and in current issues of the IEEE�ACM
Transactions on Networking�

� Rate control of elastic tra�c

Consider a network with a set J of resources � Let a route r be a non�
empty subset of J � and write R for the set of possible routes� Associate a
route r with a user� and suppose that if a rate xr � � is allocated to user
r then this has utility Ur�xr� to the user� Assume that the utility Ur�xr�
is an increasing� strictly concave function of xr over the range xr � �
�following Shenker ���
� we call tra�c that leads to such a utility function
elastic tra�c�� To simplify the statement of results� assume further that
Ur�xr� is continuously di�erentiable� with U �

r�xr� � � as xr � � and
U �

r�xr�� � as xr � �� Suppose that as a resource becomes more heavily
loaded the network incurs an increasing cost� perhaps expressed in terms
of delay or loss� or in terms of additional resources the network must
allocate to assure guarantees on delay and loss� let Cj�y� be the rate
at which cost is incurred at resource j when the load through it is y�
Suppose that Cj�y� is di�erentiable� with

d

dy
Cj�y� � pj�y�� ���

where the function pj�y� is assumed throughout to be a positive� contin�
uous� strictly increasing function of y bounded above by unity� for j � J �
Thus Cj�y� is a strictly convex function�

Next consider the system of di�erential equations

d

dt
xr�t� � �r

�
�wr�t�� xr�t�

X
j�r

�j�t�

�
A ���

for r � R� where

�j�t� � pj

�
�X
s�j�s

xs�t�

�
A ���
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for j � J � We interpret the relations ������� as follows� We suppose that
resource j marks a proportion pj�y� of packets with a feedback signal
when the total �ow through resource j is y� and that user r views each
feedback signal as a congestion indication requiring some reduction in
the �ow xr� Then equation ��� corresponds to a rate control algorithm
for user r that comprises two components� a steady increase at rate
proportional to wr�t�� and a steady decrease at rate proportional to the
stream of congestion indication signals received�

Initially we shall suppose that the weights w are �xed� The following
theorem is taken from ��
�

Theorem �� If wr�t� � wr � � for r � R then the function

U�x� �
X
r�R

wr logxr �
X
j�J

Cj

�
�X
s�j�s

xs

�
A ���

is a Lyapunov function for the system of di�erential equations ��������
The unique value x maximizing U�x� is a stable point of the system	 to
which all trajectories converge�

Proof� The assumptions on wr� r � R� and pj � j � J � ensure that U�x� is
strictly concave on the positive orthant with an interior maximum� the
maximizing value of x is thus unique� Observe that

�

�xr
U�x� � wr

xr
�
X
j�r

pj

�X
s�j�s

xs

�
�

setting these derivatives to zero identi�es the maximum� Further

d

dt
U�x�t�� �X

r�R

�U
�xr

� d
dt

xr�t�

�
X
r�R

�r
xr�t�

�
wr � xr�t�

X
j�r

pj

�X
s�j�s

xs�t�
�	�

�

establishing that U�x�t�� is strictly increasing with t� unless x�t� � x�
the unique x maximizing U�x�� The function U�x� is thus a Lyapunov
function for the system �������� and the theorem follows�

At the stable point

xr �
wrP
j�r �j

� �	�

This equation has a simple interpretation in terms of a charge per unit
�ow� the variable �j is the shadow price per unit of �ow through resource
j�

Next suppose that each user r is able to vary its own weight wr �
wr�t�� but is required to pay the network at the rate wr�t� per unit time�
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The parameter wr�t� can be viewed as the willingness to pay of user r�
Songhurst ���
 provides a discussion of related charging and accounting
mechanisms� and of their implementation� Alternatively� in a network of
of co�operative users� wr�t� may be viewed as a time�varying weight cho�
sen by user r with resource� but no monetary� implications� We suppose
that user r is able to monitor its rate xr�t� continuously� and chooses to
vary smoothly the parameter wr�t� so as to satisfy

wr�t� � xr�t�U
�

r�xr�t��� ���

This choice corresponds to a user who deduces from observation of the
network that its current charge per unit �ow is �r � wr�t�	xr�t�� and
sets wr�t� to track the solution to the optimization problem

maximize Ur

�
wr
�r

	
� wr

over wr � ��

Thus the user does not anticipate the impact of its own choice of wr�t�
on the system��

In ��
 a similar proof to that of Theorem � is used to establish the
following result�

Theorem �� The strictly concave function

U�x� �
X
r�R

Ur�xr��
X
j�J

Cj

�
�X
s�j�s

xs

�
A � ���

is a Lyapunov function for the system of di�erential equations �������	
�
�	 and hence the unique value x maximizing U�x� is a stable point of
the system	 to which all trajectories converge�

Thus if each user r is able to choose its own weight� or willingness to
pay� wr� and does this so as to optimize its own utility less payment� then
the overall system will converge to the rate allocation x maximizing the
aggregate utility ���� At the optimum the relation �	� will again hold�
but where now the weights w have been chosen by users themselves�

� Fairness

The expression ��� may be viewed as an aggregate utility� provided we
assume that utilities and costs are additive� In this Section we consider
what can be done without this assumption�

� This is a reasonable assumption if there are a large number of users� If the
assumption is relaxed� interesting game
theoretic issues arise ����� �����
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The vector

�
�Ur�xr�� r � R� �

X
j�J

Cj

�X
s�j�s

xs

� �A ���

lists the utilities of the various users and the cost of the network� A rate
allocation x is Pareto e�cient if any alteration that strictly increases at
least one of the components of the vector ��� must simultaneously strictly
decrease at least one other component ���
� By the strict monotonicity of
the components of the vector ���� every allocation x is Pareto e�cient�
Say that an allocation x is achievable by weights w if x maximizes the
function ���� and hence is a stable point of the system �������� From
the strict concavity of the components of the vector ���� together with
the supporting hyperplane theorem� it follows that every allocation x is
achievable by some choice of weights w�

Pareto e�ciency becomes more interesting when routing choices are
allowed� If a user�s utility is a function of the sum of its �ows over several
routes� then it is quite possible to construct �ow patterns which are not
Pareto e�cient� and we shall see an example in Section �� The �ow
patterns which emerge as stable points of the routing generalization ��

of the system ������� are� however� just those that are Pareto e�cient�

Thus many� or even all� rate allocations x are Pareto e�cient� Is
there a rationale for choosing any particular one� This question is often
couched in terms of fairness� and the following construction is familiar
in contexts as diverse as political philosophy ��
 and data networks ��
�
Say that the allocation x is max�min fair if for any other vector x� that
leaves the �nal component of ��� constant and for which there exists r
such that x�r � xr � there also exists s such that x�s 
 xs 	 xr� The max�
min fairness criterion gives an absolute priority to the smaller �ows� in
the sense that if xs 	 xr then no increase in xr� no matter how large�
can compensate for any decrease in xs� no matter how small� A max�
min fair allocation is necessarily Pareto e�cient� and thus achievable by
some choice of the weights w�

It is possible to describe the stable point of the system ������� in the
language of fairness� Say that the allocation x is proportionally fair for
the weight vector w if for any other vector x� that leaves the �nal com�
ponent of ��� unaltered� the aggregate of weighted proportional changes
is zero or negative�

X
r�R

wr
x�r � xr
xr

	 ��

This criterion favours smaller �ows� but less emphatically than max�min
fairness� The allocation �	� is proportionally fair for the weight vector
w�
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� Network models of TCP

The di�erential equations ������� represent a system that shares sev�
eral characteristics with Jacobson�s TCP algorithm ��	
 operating in the
current Internet� but also has several di�erences� which we now discuss�

A �ow through the Internet will receive congestion indication signals�
whether from dropped or marked packets� at a rate roughly proportional
to the size of the �ow� and the response of Jacobson�s congestion avoid�
ance algorithm to a congestion indication signal is to halve the size of
the �ow� Thus there are two multiplicative e�ects� both the number of
congestion indication signals received and the response to each signal
scale with the size of the �ow� A further important feature of Jacobson�s
algorithm ��	
 is that it is self�clocking � the sender uses an acknowledge�
ment from the receiver to prompt a step forward and this produces a
dependence on the round�trip time T of the connection�

In more detail�� TCP maintains a window of transmitted but not
yet acknowledged packets� the rate x and the window size cwnd satisfy
the approximate relation cwnd � xT � Each positive acknowledgement
increases the window size cwnd by �	cwnd� each congestion indication
halves the window size� Crowcroft and Oechslin ��
 have proposed that
users be allowed to set a parameter m� which would inter alia multiply
by m the rate of additive increase and make � � �	�m the multiplica�
tive decrease factor in Jacobson�s algorithm� The resulting algorithm�
MulTCP� would behave in many respects as a collection of m single
TCP connections� the smoother behaviour for larger values of m is more
plausibly modelled by a system of di�erential equations�

For MulTCP the expected change in the congestion window cwnd per
update step is approximately

m

cwnd
��� p�� cwnd

�m
p ��

where p is the probability of congestion indication at the update step�
Since the time between update steps is about T	cwnd� the expected
change in the rate x per unit time is approximately

�
m

cwnd
��� p�� cwnd

�m p
�
	T

T	cwnd
�

m

T �
�
�
m

T �
�

x�

�m

	
p�

Motivated by this calculation� we model MulTCP by the system of
di�erential equations

d

dt
xr�t� �

mr

T �
r

�
�
mr

T �
r

�
xr�t�

�

�mr

	
pr�t� ����

� Even our detailed description of TCP is simpli�ed� omitting discussion of
timeouts or of reactions to multiple congestion indication signals received
within a single round
trip time� We note also that MulTCP is a research
protocol� and just one of many proposed variants of TCP�
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where

pr�t� �
X
j�r

�j�t�� ����

�j�t� is again given by equation ���� and Tr is the round�trip time for
the connection of user r� We again view pj�y� as the probability a packet
produces a congestion indication signal at resource j� but we do not now
insist that pj�y� satis�es relation ���� Note that if congestion indication
is provided by dropping a packet� then equation ���� approximates the
probability of a packet drop along a route by the sum of the packet drop
probabilities at each of the resources along the route� To hold x�t� to
the positive orthant� augment equation ���� with the interpretation that
its left�hand side is set to zero if xr�t� is zero and its right�hand side is
negative�

Theorem �� The function

U�x� �
X
r�R

p
�mr

Tr
arctan

�
xrTrp
�mr

	
�
X
j�J

Z P
s�j�s

xs

�

pj�y�dy ����

is a Lyapunov function for the system of di�erential equations ���	 ����	
���� The unique value x maximizing U�x� is a stable point of the system	
to which all trajectories converge�

Proof� The function U�x� is strictly concave on the positive orthant� with

�

�xr
U�x� � mr

T �
r

�
mr

T �
r

�
x�r
�mr

	��

�
X
j�r

pj

�X
s�j�s

xs

�
�

Thus

d

dt
U�x�t�� �X

r�R

�U
�xr

� d
dt

xr�t�

�
X
r�R

�
mr

T �
r

�
xr�t�

�

�mr

	�� �
d

dt
xr�t�

	�

�

establishing that U�x�t�� is strictly increasing with t� unless x�t� � x�
the unique x maximizing U�x�� The function U�x� is thus a Lyapunov
function for the system� and the theorem follows�

Comparing the form ���� with the aggregate utility function ���� we
see that MulTCP can be viewed as acting as if the utility function of
user r is

Ur�xr� �

p
�mr

Tr
arctan

�
xrTrp
�mr

	
����

and as if the network�s cost is the �nal term of the form �����
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The system ���� has stable point

xr �
mr

Tr

�
���� pr�

pr

	���

� ����

�interpreted as zero if pr � ��� If we were to omit the factor �� � p� in
the �rst term of expression �� then the implicit utility function for user
r would be

Ur�xr� � � �m�
r

T �
r xr

and the stable point of the system would be

xr �
mr

Tr

r
�

pr
� ��	�

recovering the inverse dependence on round trip time and the inverse
square root dependence on packet loss familiar from the literature on
TCP ���
��

If the additive increase in window size is multiplied by a factor cT �
r �

a change discussed in ���
� then the dependence on round�trip time is
removed� We shall see later� however� that this change may have a desta�
bilizing e�ect when feedback delays are taken into account�

The distinction between the solutions ���� and ��	� is signi�cant only
when the probability ���� is sizable� In this circumstance we may be less
willing to approximate the probability of a packet drop along a route
by the sum of the packet drop probabilities at the resources along the
route� Suppose we replace equation ���� by the relation

pr�t� � ��
Y
j�r

��� �j�t��� ����

corresponding to an approximation that packet drops at di�erent re�
sources are independent� Then we can can readily establish the following
result�

Theorem �� The form ��� is a Lyapunov function for the system of
di�erential equations ���	 ��
�	 ���	 under the choices

Cj�y� � �
Z y

�

log ��� pj�z�� dz�

Ur�xr� �

p
�mr

Tr
U

�
xrTrp
�mr

	
�

� The constant of proportionality�
p
�� is sensitive to the di�erence between

MulTCP and m single TCP connections� as well as other features of TCP
implementations discussed in ����� With m single TCP connections the con

nection a�ected by a congestion indication signal is more likely to be one
with a larger congestion window� This bias towards the larger of the m con

nections increases the �nal term of the expectation ��	 and decreases the
constant of proportionality�
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where

U�x� � �
Z x

�

log
z�

� � z�
dz

� �arctanx� x log
x�

� � x�
�

The unique value x maximizing the form ��� is a stable point of the
system	 to which all trajectories converge�

The precise functional forms arising in this result are less interesting
than the tractability of the model� and the observation that yet again
the system is implicitly acting as if users have certain utilities and the
network has a certain cost�

� Fairness between algorithms

The rate control algorithm of Section � may also be implemented at the
packet level by a self�clocking mechanism� as we now describe� Suppose
that the window size cwnd is incremented by

��
� �w

cwnd
� f
�

����

per acknowledgement� where f � � or � according as the packet acknowl�
edged is marked or not� Since the time between update steps is about
T	cwnd� the expected change in the rate x per unit time is approximately

��
�

�w
cwnd

� p
�
	T

T	cwnd
� � �w � xp� � ����

where � � ��	T � w � �w	T and p is the probability of a mark� Note that
the decrement �� in expression ���� becomes a decrease proportional to
the �ow x in expression ����� The expression ���� corresponds with the
form of linear increase and multiplicative decrease described by equa�
tion ���� where the probability a packet is marked somewhere along its
route is approximated by the sum of the marking probabilities at the
separate resources along that route�

Next suppose that the set of routes R is partitioned into two sub�
sets� R�� R�� with users in the di�erent subsets implementing di�erent
rate control algorithms� Suppose that �ows on routes r � R� satisfy
equation ��� with wr�t� � wr� while �ows on routes r � R� satisfy equa�
tion ����� where �j�t� is given by equation ���� Then the system has a
Lyapunov function of the form ����� but with the implicit utility func�
tion ���� replaced by wr logxr for routes r � R�� At the stable point the
�ow xr is given by expression �	� or expression ���� according as r � R�

or r � R�� This allows us to explore the relative fairness of the two
algorithms� when used on similar routes� Such calculations are impor�
tant to ensure that any new algorithm introduced into a network is not
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overly aggressive in comparison with existing algorithms� For example
we can deduce that the packet level algorithm described in this Section
will achieve a higher �ow than the TCP algorithm described in Section
� if and only if

� �w

m

��
� �p��� p��

Further comparisons of the algorithms are developed by Key et al� ���
�
���
�

Many variations are capable of similar analyses� For example� suppose
that the window size cwnd is incremented by

��
� �w

cwnd
��� f�� f

�

per acknowledgement� rather than by expression ����� this is a natural
variation� making the algorithm less aggressive when packet marking
probabilities are high� Then the implicit utility function on a route r
using this algorithm becomes wr log�wr � xr�� and the algorithm will
achieve a higher �ow than the TCP algorithm described in Section � if
and only if

� �w

m

��
�

�p

��� p�
�

and so only for small enough values of the packet marking probability p�

� Braess� paradox

In Sections � we did not presume that the function pj�y� is de�ned
by relation ���� indeed pj�y� could not in general satisfy this relation
if congestion can only be signalled by dropping packets� Nevertheless
the stable point identi�ed in Section � is necessarily Pareto e�cient�
The same conclusion cannot be reached when users or the network have
routing choices� and choose routes generating fewer congestion indication
signals�

For example� suppose that

pj�y� �

�
y

Nj

	Bj

� ���

a form that would arise if resource j were modelled as an M	M	� queue
with service rate Nj packets per unit time at which a packet is marked
with a congestion indication signal if it arrives at the queue to �nd at
least Bj packets already present� Suppose the network su�ers unit loss
for each such arriving packet� so that Cj�y� � ypj�y�� then

d

dy
Cj�y� � �Bj � ��

�
y

Nj

	Bj

� ����
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and so the packet marking probability ��� underestimates the shadow
price ���� by a factor Bj � �� This discrepancy is enough to allow the
construction of examples exhibiting Braess� paradox� where the addition
of capacity to a network� followed by routing adaptation to the extra
capacity� leads to a new stable point at which every user is worse o��
Such a stable point is certainly not Pareto e�cient�

We end this section with such an example� Consider the network illus�
trated in Figure �� where TCP connections send packets from node a to
node d� with some connections routed via node b and others via node c�
Suppose congestion indication signals are generated at the various queues
at rates ���� and returned to the sources at node a via other routes not
explicitly modelled� Suppose that there are ���� connections in total�
that all round�trip times are ���� time units� and that throughputs are
determined by relation ��	�� Suppose that connections are routed so as
to equalize the rate at which congestion indication signals are gener�
ated along di�erent routes� Then approximately ���� connections will
be routed along each of the two possible routes� and� with the parameter
choices �N�� B�� N�� B�� � ���� 	�� ��� 	�� p� � ����� for the horizontal
links� while p� � ���� for the vertical links� Next suppose a short high
capacity link� at which no congestion indication signals are generated� is
introduced between nodes b and c� This allows some connections to be
routed along a third route� from a to b to c to d� At the new equilibrium�
the load on the horizontal links becomes about ���� connections and the
load on the vertical links about 	� connections� with p� � p� � ������
and the throughput of each connection drops by nearly � per cent�

If the function ��� is used to give packet marking probabilities then
the system implicitly minimizes a function which includes the �nal term
of expression ����� The paradox arises since this term is not a measure
of total loss� If instead the shadow price ���� is used to give packet
marking probabilities� then the system implicitly minimizes a function
which includes the �nal term of expression ���� and this is enough to
ensure Pareto e�ciency�

Braess� paradox was originally obtained for a road tra�c model ��
�
and there are several close parallels between network �ow models in
transportation and communication ���
� In particular� Wardrop ���
 de�
veloped the distinction between a tra�c equilibrium generated by users�
choices and a system optimum� and Beckmann et al� ��
 �rst established
the connection between a tra�c equilibrium and the solution to an ex�
tremal problem�

	 Packet marking strategies

We have brie�y indicated in Sections � and 	 how software on users� com�
puters can perform operations� at the packet level� that implement the
end�system behaviour modelled in the di�erential equations ��� and �����
In this Section we consider how the behaviour required of resources may
be implemented at the packet level� We have argued that the rate of
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Fig� �� Braess� paradox for a network� Initially packets �ow from node a to
node d via either node b or node c� The text describes an example where
adding a link between nodes b and c� followed by routing adaptation to the
extra capacity� reduces the throughput of all connections�
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packet marking at resource j should signal its shadow price� de�ned as
the derivative ���� and we next describe how this can be done in a simple
robust manner� at the packet level�

For simplicity of exposition let us suppose that packets are all of equal
length� A model describing a queue with a �nite bu�er is as follows� Let
Yt�� be the number of packets that arrive at the resource in the interval
�t� �� t
� and let Qt be the queue size at time t� Then the recursion

Qt � min fB� Qt�� � IfQt�� � �g� Yt��g

describes a queue with a bu�er capacity of B that is able to serve a single
packet per unit time� the number of packets lost at time t is

�Qt�� � IfQt�� � �g� Yt�� �B
��

De�ne a busy period to end at time t if Qt�� � �� and a busy period to
begin at time t if Qt�� 	 � and Qt � ��

The impact of an additional packet upon the total number of packets
lost� its sample path shadow price� is relatively easy to describe� Consider
the behaviour of the queue with the additional packet included in the
description of the queue�s sample path� Then the additional packet in�
creases the number of packets lost by one if and only if the time of arrival
of the additional packet lies within a critical congestion interval � de�ned
as a period between the start of a busy period and the loss� within the
same busy period� of a packet� otherwise the additional packet does not
a�ect the number of packets lost �see Figure ��� Packets arriving during
critical congestion intervals should� ideally� be marked�

It will often be di�cult to determine the sample path shadow price of
a packet while the packet is passing through the queue� it will� in general�
be unclear whether or not the current busy period will end before a
packet is lost� Nevertheless the above ideal behaviour gives considerable
insight into the form of sensible marking strategies ���
� and suggests
simple robust strategies which result in a rate of packet marking at a
resource which is equal to its shadow price ���
�

The above discussion shows that the network shadow prices� the vari�
ables �j�t� appearing in equation ���� may be identi�ed� at least statis�
tically� on the sample path describing load at resource j� This identi�
�cation provides the required linkage between microscopic packet�level
marking strategies� often of an apparently crude and statistical nature�
and sophisticated macroscopic behaviour�


 Delayed feedback

The stability of the models ���� ���� ���� is essentially a consequence of
negative feedback� assumed in these models to be instantaneous� Next
we consider the impact of delayed feedback on stability� for a very sim�
ple example� Our example comprises a single congested resource� in a
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Fig� �� Sample path shadow prices for a queue� The queue length sample path
shown is from a scenario described in detail in ����� The ticks at the top of the
diagram indicate time units when loss occurred� from a bu�er of capacity ���
The sample path shadow price of a packet is one or zero according to whether
or not the packet�s arrival time lies between the start of a busy period and
a packet loss within the same busy period� Thus packets arriving during the
critical congestion interval between times a and b have a sample path shadow
price of one� while those arriving between times b and c have a sample path
shadow price of zero� It is not clear from the sample path up to the end of the
section shown whether the packets arriving after time c will cause a packet
loss or not� and hence their sample path shadow price is not �yet	 determined�
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network where queueing delay at the resource is a negligible part of the
total round�trip time�

Consider then a collection of �ows all using a single resource� and
suppose �ows share the same gain parameter �� Let x�t� �

P
r xr�t�

be the total �ow through the resource� let w �
P

r wr� and suppose
a congestion indication signal generated at the resource is returned to
a source after a �xed and common round�trip time T � Then� summing
equations ��� and taking the time�lag into account� we have

d

dt
x�t� � � �w � x�t � T �p�x�t� T ��� � ����

The unique equilibrium point of this system does not depend on the
round�trip time T � but its stability does� To explore this issue� we �rst
recall some facts about the linear delay equation

d

dt
u�t� � ��u�t� T �� ����

where � � �� Solutions to equation ���� converge to zero as t increases
if �T 
 �	�� and the convergence is non�oscillatory if �T 
 �	e �	
�

Let x be the equilibrium point of the system ����� let x�t� � x�u�t��
and write p� p� for the values of the functions p���� p���� at x� Then�
linearizing the system ���� about x� we obtain equation ���� with � �
��p� xp��� Hence the equilibrium point of the di�erential equation ����
is stable� and the local convergence is non�oscillatory� if

�T �p� xp�� 
 e��� ����

stability alone is assured if condition ���� is satis�ed with e�� replaced
by �	��

As an illustration� if p��� is given by either ��� or ����� then condi�
tion ���� becomes

�T �� �B�p 
 e���

Note that as the threshold level B increases� the greater the possibili�
ties for lag�induced oscillatory behaviour� The reason is straightforward�
increasing B causes p� to increase� This increased sensitivity of the re�
source�s load response may compromise stability� unless there is a cor�
responding decrease in �T � the sensitivity of response of end�systems to
marks� �Recall that for the self�clocking window control algorithm de�
scribed earlier in Section 	� �T � �� is the window size decrement made
by an end�system in response to a marked packet�� The magnitudes of
�� p� also a�ect the variance about the equilibrium point in the presence
of noise� and speed of convergence ��
� broadly� smaller values of � or
larger values of p� lessen the random �uctuations of rates at equilibrium�
while larger values of � or larger values of p� increase the speed with
which changes in parameters such as w may be tracked�
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Next we explore the corresponding delayed version of equation �����
Let M be the number of �ows using the single resource� suppose that
mr � � for each r� and consider the evolution of the total �ow x when
all individual �ows are identical� so that xr�t� � x�t�	M � Then from
equation ����� after aggregating �ows and taking time lags into account�

d

dt
x�t� �

Mx�t� T �

T �x�t�
��� p�x�t� T ��� x�t�x�t � T �

�M
p�x�t � T ��� ����

Let x be the equilibrium point of the system ����� and again let x�t� �
x� u�t�� Linearizing about x� we obtain the equation

d

dt
u�t� � �Mp�

T �p
u�t� T �� xp

M
u�t�� ��	�

Now the delay equation

d

dt
u�t� � ��u�t� T �� u�t��

where ��  � �� has a non�oscillatory stable equilibrium if �T exp�� �
T � 
 � �	
� For equation ��	� this condition� which ensures that the
equilibrium point of the di�erential equation ���� is stable and the local
convergence is non�oscillatory� can be written as

T

M
�

p�

p
exp

�
� �

p
�p��� p�

�
� ����

If TCP�s additive increase in window size is multiplied by a factor
cT �� a suggestion brie�y mentioned in Section �� then the corresponding
condition becomes

�

cTM
�

p�

p
exp

�
� � T

p
�cp��� p�

�
� ����

Observe that for �xed values of the other parameters appearing in con�
ditions ����� ����� the former becomes easier to satisfy� while the latter
becomes more di�cult to satisfy� the larger the round�trip time T �

A more detailed investigation would consider multiple resources and
round�trip times� as well as stochastic and non�linear e�ects� But it is
interesting that such a simple model as that above is able to identify the
broad impact of the parameters M and T � and the importance of the
derivative p��

� Concluding remarks

In this paper we have studied in detail a caricature of Jacobson�s TCP
congestion avoidance algorithm� For this caricature we have seen that
an understanding of network behaviour may require qualitatively di�er�
ent modelling techniques over di�erent time�scales and at di�erent levels
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of aggregation� and that microscopic packet�level processes� of an appar�
ently crude and statistical nature� may lead to sophisticated macroscopic
behaviour interpretable as the global optimization of a large�scale net�
work�

Of course the models we have used are dramatic simpli�cations of
the evolving Internet� and many questions arise concerning their range
of validity and implications� Here we list just a few�

The rate control algorithm of Sections � and 	 produces a simple
multiplicative decrease� rather than the doubly multiplicative decrease
of TCP� Might a simple multiplicative decrease be especially appropriate
for a network in which congestion is indicated by marked rather than
dropped packets� Is it reasonable to suppose that packet level stochastic
e�ects at queues within the network will be averaged out over round�trip
times� The discussion of queue lengths and parameter settings in ���
 is
a good starting point for the interested reader�

In this paper we have discussed only the congestion avoidance part
of Jacobson�s TCP algorithm� The slow start part of the algorithm� used
by a source until it receives its �rst indication of congestion� is another
simple e�cient mechanism with important consequences for the transient
behaviour of �ows and for the macroscopic behaviour of networks with
many short connections� What are the important issues in modelling
slow start� Starting points here are the analysis of slow start in ���
� and
the Bayesian framework described in ���
 from which a generalization of
slow start emerges as a natural policy� The heroic modelling assumption
in ���
� that �ows in slow start appear as an uncontrolled and random
background load for �ows in congestion avoidance� may merit scrutiny�

In Sections � and � the �ow on a route� xr�t�� is interpreted as a
real�valued function� Can the results of these Sections and of Section
� be reformulated with xr�t� a stochastic process� A possible approach
to this question� via the theory of large deviations� is given in ���
� Are
there network generalizations of the insights of Section � on delay in�
duced instabilities� A precise conjecture� with promising early results�
is presented in ���
� and an alternative modelling framework is provided
in ��
�

Whether the particular issues discussed in this paper are of long�term
signi�cance for the Internet remains to be seen� The pace of technological
advance has occasionally produced a gulf between the networking com�
munity� faced with urgent design problems� and theoreticians� searching
for fundamentals but sometimes missing them� What is clear is that the
complexity� heterogeneity and sheer scale of the evolving Internet are
presenting profound challenges across a variety of disciplines� with many
new and exciting opportunities for mathematicians�
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